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Can you give an overview of how you’ve seen the economic development profession change 

over the course of your career? 

 

I’ll give you my thoughts. Of course, my career doesn’t cover the entire period. [It covers] more 

than most, I suppose. Let me give you a timeframe [of] where I’m starting from. 

 

I guess [I became involved in] the late 1970s. The process of urban renewal in the 1960s 

predated me. I obviously learned about it, but I started in the late 1970s. I’ll just give you my 

quick sense of evolution here, [but] you’ve probably heard something very similar from other 

folks.  

 

[In the] early days it was very much about land development and fixed-asset financing. Land 

development came out of the urban renewal period where cities had been assembling land. It was 

theorized that reorganizing land parcels was an expense that made them pricier than greenfield 

sites. So, there was legitimate public subsidy to land assembly. [But] in many cases, because of 

the surrounding community, the appraisal of a facility wouldn’t match the same [price] in a 

competing rural/suburban location where you had no detriments to value. [Therefore], supporting 

financing at lower costs was also an important element.  

 

That was the foundation of the field when I arrived. It [involved] working with existing 

businesses or businesses that were being relocated (from highway projects or urban renewal 

projects). As time went on, there was a recognition that more infrastructure needed to be 

considered. Obviously streets were always a part of it but [so were] water and sewer facilities.  

This also included specialized intersections with interstates and [general] public transit. All of 

this had to do with the movement of employees and goods, so infrastructure became an 

increasing part of the economic development process.  

 

My first project in economic development in Philadelphia was a big industrial corridor 

reconstruction project that [was focused] mostly on infrastructure. There was a continued 

understanding that every city’s economy wasn’t exactly the same, and to be competitive one 

needed to think about where you had competitive advantages. That led to a conversation about 

economic structure and sector analysis. It also led to an understanding of strategic clusters of 

economic activity. Warehouse zones and industrial zones were the obvious early ones. But it 

became more sophisticated in terms of knowledge sets, where one would see a bio-tech section 

or a research section in electronics, biology, medicine, or pharmaceuticals. In the Philadelphia 

region, we ended up with concentrations in specialized sections like mail-order marketing and 

pharmaceutical research. More attention was being given, in my early involvement with CUED 

at that time, to understanding those sections, strategies, and special clusters. Industry cluster 

studies were the rage. That led cities to realize that [they must] go beyond land finance and 

infrastructure. [They had] to think about other “soft services” like technical assistance clusters 

and [the] relationships that were important to [the] business [community].  

 



As we moved into the 1990s, there was a clear recognition that labor force [was] becoming a real 

attractive opportunity. [There were also fears] that it could emerge as a problem area, because 

there was actually a lack of enough skilled labor in some areas during the 1990s. So, all of those 

issues emerged around [the] labor force.  

 

Then in the 1990s, the [demand] for economic development waned, because many of the 

economies became so strong that they were not importing or supporting [a] sufficient labor force. 

[During] my career, companies that I worked for in [the] economic development [field] began 

saying, “Look, I can’t grow here. I’m going to grow some place where there it is easier to attract 

a labor force, because it’s becoming overheated in my neck of the woods.”  

 

My career changed at the end of the 1990s, so I haven’t watched it as [closely] during the [last 

decade]. But I think there continues to be interest in more sophisticated strategies around 

targeting industry groups. Obviously, there was always a growing interest in the export economy. 

That’s really a national issue, though, and not so much a regional one. [There was also an] 

increasing concern about business retention. In the early stages, it was sort of just what you did. 

But over time, [it became a] mix of attracting companies [and] paying attention to your local 

companies. Sometime, keeping a local company was as much of an attraction effort, because 

they would be either [be] bought or purchase another company [themselves]. That expansion was 

an attraction process. So the language began to get fuzzy between the two in those years. I think 

a lot of that continues today. Certainly, air service is an infrastructure issue. And it [has] become 

more paramount because of labor force issues. Regions succeed because of the high-level skill 

sets. Those [workers] are easier to attract to areas with excellent air service. So, airports probably 

now exceed highways as a critical element [for economic development]. 

 

Can you tell me about your own personal career path? 

 

Sure. When I went off to college I thought I was going to be an architect. In college, I started to 

become more interested in city planning. So I ended up with a double Masters from the 

University of Pennsylvania in Architecture and City Planning. [I finished] in 1976, and I needed 

a license to practice architecture; [but], the economy wasn’t cooperating. Ironically, instead of 

sticking with architecture in the bad economy, I moved more to economic growth and planning 

issues. I went to work for the city of Philadelphia building a project called American Street. [It 

was] an infrastructure project with financing and economic development elements to it. That 

really guided the heart of my career, because I spent six years there. Then [I] moved on to work 

[in] regional economic development. [Next, I] moved on to oversee both that and the private 

sector leadership organization in Philadelphia called Greater Philadelphia First.  

 

But that’s a fifteen- to eighteen-year period. [It] had a major focus on economic development, 

but [it] also dealt with labor force issues, educational reform, and public policy questions that 

were both regional and statewide. [In] about 1999 or 2000, I decided to take a flyer on a new 

venture. I had a great time trying to start up a new internet company [offering] financial services. 

That was a supernova, [and] it blew out in about two years. Then, I returned to the architecture 

world to manage and run the regional chapter of the American Institute of Architects. [We] 

created a new center for architecture that’s about public and professional engagement. And that’s 

where I still work.  



 

What skills did you come to acquire over time? Did certain skills become more important 

as your career progressed?  

 

Well I entered the labor force with architectural skills, [and] then proceeded to move into careers 

that had no relevance to those…so I guess I could jokingly say that I had to develop all my skills 

anew. Economic development was certainly an acquired taste, although [city] planning was a 

good base. But you just sort of learned all of the issues around economic development, 

including: business management, finance, and real estate. As I moved on through various aspects 

of my career, political processes became critical. [I had a] heavy involvement in the political 

process.  

 

Then, as [I moved through the ranks], [I had to acquire] the skills [that were] necessary to 

manage larger businesses. Board management, and [especially] nonprofit board [management], 

is a special skill set. The nonprofit mission statement [is] different from a for-profit entity where 

the metrics to measure success or failure are more easily accessible. Nonprofits boards and their 

mission strategies are “squishier.” That’s a scientific term <laughs>. But it becomes a much 

tougher assignment to decide what your strategy is, what your goal structure is, [and] how you’re 

going to measure it. [Then, you must] keep yourself from getting waylaid. All of them are 

necessary.  

 

You quickly run into [the issue of] fundraising. [In] my view, that’s a variation on marketing and 

sales. In the last few years I’ve had some fun trying to run a retail store. [I’ve been] doing a lot of 

projects that are, in essence, earned revenue [projects]. Actually, Jeff Finkle and I worked on that 

when I was with CUED as well. [We wanted to] determine how we could actually generate a 

core of earned revenue in a nonprofit setting.  

 

Can you elaborate on how the political process and economic development go together? 

 

Well, I was working for a private entity [that was] influencing public policy in this region and [in 

the] state. During that time, our organization actually orchestrated the creation of the 

Pennsylvania Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority. You have no idea what that is <laughs>. 

It was the body—it actually still exists—that created bonds that financed the city out of its near 

bankruptcy in 1989. It was an intermediary state authority set up to provide discipline and 

bonding capacity for the City of Philadelphia. That took a few years. I spent four years 

orchestrating statewide legislation [in order] to create a dedicated funding stream for capital 

investment in [the] public transit [system]. We had to do it statewide in order to get the 

Philadelphia piece. 

 

It also involved organizing regional advocacy for local legislation. Along the way we were 

constantly arguing with the mayor or governor about issues of public policy, whether [the issue] 

was education, financing, or taxation. We [proposed] a number of tax bills to change the tax 

relationship between the city and the suburbs [and] to increase research and development tax 

credits.  

 

What challenges did you have to overcome throughout your career? 



 

Certainly, learning how to operate in a political world, and survive some of the things you have 

to do, was a major learning curve. Some of the big challenges were managing yourself through 

[both] strong and weak Board relationships. One of the things you find in a nonprofit is [that] 

you can experience a period with pretty strong Board leadership [that is] sensible, thoughtful, 

[and] understanding [of] how to manage the “crowd of equals.” And then you can go through 

patches where the leaders [that] you have don’t really have the same skill sets. And sometimes, 

that’s one of the biggest challenges. 

 

In a region like Philadelphia, there is constant agency competition and jurisdictional competition. 

[There is constant] jealousy. Learning how to use the language that survives in the suburbs and 

the language that survives in the city was a challenge <laughs>. Many of these conflicts weren’t 

new when I arrived, and I think they’re probably still there. [They] were things that you learned 

the hard way sometimes. 

 

How did you see CUED evolve through your participation with the organization? 

 

There are a couple of little items, and then there’s the “big sweep.” Clearly, the early CUED was 

built around urban policy, advocacy, and the movement that came out of the 1960s. [In this 

movement,] the federal government [made] working in and rebuilding the nation’s urban areas a 

high priority. That [focus] came through [to] CUED.  

 

As the economic development field shifted, there was a continuing set of conversations. The 

[expansion of] CUED and AEDC [coincided with] economic development emerging as a semi-

profession. [Each organization] had multiple and somewhat different advocacy priorities.  

 

Some of the struggles [on the road to] merging were over the differences between advocating for 

cities or just advocating for businesses. I don’t know if that’s still present, but people do find  

ways to work together even though they have different objectives. 

 

I rushed through the whole evolution with that comment, but I think it’s one of the primary 

underlying themes. As CUED matured, [it tried] to build a stronger earned revenue base and 

become more organized. Building [the] membership [was partly accomplished by] co-opting 

subsectors of the economic development field. [This included] military base closure groups and 

technology groups, [and] ultimately led to AEDC and CUED embracing each other. [This] was a 

big and important move.  

 

[During my tenure] as President, we [came to understand] that Washington wasn’t the epicenter 

of all economic development thinking. Therefore, we began thinking [about the possibility] of 

moving the annual conference around the country. This was also a major change of direction. [It] 

was both a policy [decision] and [a] business decision. [It was a] policy [decision] in the sense 

that Washington was no longer “the only game in town.” [Yet,] we did [continue] with an annual 

Washington-based conference for those that were government-focused. But we found [that] a lot 

of folks in economic development [did not have] agendas tied entirely to government funding 

streams. They had other ways of looking at the world, so coming to Washington every year 

wasn’t the first thing on their agenda. Anyway, it was also a good business decision, because 



cities began to compete [for the conference in order to] market themselves. This supported the 

profession. [I believe] IEDC still makes a nice chunk of money on their annual conference.  

 

I chaired the Conference Committee prior to becoming Chairman. We did a thorough analysis of 

the conferences that CUED was running, and [we determined] which ones made money, which 

ones broke even, and which ones [lost money]. We created a profile [for determining] what 

metrics [to] watch. So, I worked on the business side of that in the early days, and moving the 

annual conference was just one of those elements.   

 

Prior to that, I was also heavily involved in a committee [devoted to] strategic economic 

planning clusters and strategies. [At the] time, [we focused on] high tech industries. [I worked] 

with Ross Boyle, a former AEDC Chairman.  

 

Do you remember the year that you got involved with CUED? 

 

It would have been 1977 or 1978 [when] I went to my first CUED conference. [I joined] when I 

went to work for the City of Philadelphia and Walter D’Alessio supported my participation. He 

was my mentor. I never worked directly for him, but I worked in the world that he orchestrated 

here. I got to know him well, and I still value his counsel.  

 

Were there any broad economic development issues that affected the entire field during 

your time? 

 

The issue of interstate competition and subsidies [was important], and it still is today. [This 

involves] economic development incentives policy. I remember chairing a board meeting where 

we had people on both sides of the issue and we “punted.” We basically [decided] that it was not 

an issue CUED could solve because we had interests on both sides. The poorer states [argued] 

that they needed incentives to compete, while the richer states argued that large incentives didn’t 

make sense. And we [were never able] to make a decision at that time.  

 

There are arguments that it’s a zero-sum game for the nation; but [it’s] probably not for regions. 

And in fact, America has a long and glorious history of regions competing with each other. 

[They did] not necessarily [compete] with federal funds, though, and I think that’s where it got a 

bit dicey. There was the continual struggle of watching cities that go through economic cycles. In 

particular, [it was hard to watch] the decline of struggling, older cities.  

 

There were also tensions over broadening the interest areas of CUED to strategies, marketing, 

[and] labor force issues. There were always tensions with [traditional economic developers] that 

did not necessarily [want to] broaden CUED’s  themes.  

 

You mentioned the tension around incentives in the past. What is it like today? 

 

Well, unfortunately I can’t answer that for you, because I don’t operate directly in the economic 

development world today. I still hear about it some of these issues. A few years ago, Select 

Greater Philadelphia tried to create a pact between the three states in this region. I don’t think 

they succeeded. [The debate over incentives] calms down if one or more states decide not to 



[offer them] for the moment. [Sometimes they go] through a political cycle where they’re not 

able to [offer incentives]. But then as soon as you get an aggressive governor, or state 

organization that has resources, [the debate] can flair up again. It is often provoked by the private 

sector, because clever private sector consultants or businesses will try to pit one county or state 

against another to get a better deal. Then, the raw edge of the competition gets exposed.  

 

In the short term, it’s not so much about the economy. It’s about the politics of winning and 

losing. I can give you an anecdotal story from my tenure in regional economic development. We 

were working with a company [that] purchased a competitor, but the advantage our region had 

was that they were going to reconsolidate both here. So, everybody was excited and we chalked 

that up as a win. They found a building that was within eyesight of their current headquarters. [It 

was] across the street and down the way. Again, nobody thought much about it. It was terrific, so 

we announced the whole thing. Well, it turns out [that] the county line was on that road, and their 

expansion was actually going to be in the adjoining county…probably within 1000 feet of the 

county the original building was located in. All of sudden, everyone [was] up in arms. How 

could we recruit somebody and put them in a different county? We took our licks for that 

misjudgment. We didn’t even realize when we announced it that we were announcing an 

expansion in a separate county. So, you can see how silly it can get at the local level.  

 

You know, [the expanded] employment base [and] economic benefits made only a small impact 

on our county. But, obviously a few more tax dollars were going to flow into an adjoining county 

[and that upset people]. So, you end up with extremely parochial local issues that sometimes 

emerge. The same thing can happen [at the] state [level]. A business can expand and [develop] 

something in an adjoining state. For instance, take Kansas City, the state line splits the city. So 

you can expand in Kansas City, but is it on the Kansas side or the Missouri side? [That is where] 

you get into the politics of economic development.  

 

Were you involved with the merger between AEDC and CUED?  

 

Not with the one that succeeded. I was president from 1994 to1996. [During that time we had] a 

conversation about merging. I think AEDC was at the beginning of their financial problems, so 

part of our due diligence was to figure that out. My recollection is that Jeff touched some nerves 

as he tried to figure it all out. I wasn’t [involved in the] inner workings other than through 

encouraging Jeff to look at long-term merger options. There was tension because some people 

worried that CUED would be giving up its urban advocacy focus. Personally, I think I was 

worried about it [more] than others [were]. [However], it wouldn’t have been a “no go” for me. I 

was concerned there wouldn’t be an adequate policy focus on cities once the merger was done. 

[But] I don’t think that’s what [caused discussions to fail]. I can’t fully explain why it broke 

down. I know that at a certain point some people [became] really unhappy with CUED and Jeff’s 

questions. And I don’t think Jeff was really happy with the other side’s responses. So it ended up 

being put on the back burner.  

 

When you refer to some people being upset with “Jeff’s questions,” what exactly do you 

mean?  

 



He was trying to find out exactly what we were [going to be] merging with, because any 

thoughtful merger would have some financial transparency and [an understanding of] who is in 

charge. [There are] two technical issues in mergers that are always complex: executive 

leadership transition and what happens to the money (or the liabilities) <laughs>. Frankly, I 

don’t have a clean recollection of those parts. But I think in both of those cases the timing wasn’t 

right. Their financial circumstances weren’t great, but [they] weren’t to the point where they 

didn’t have an alternative. And I don’t actually recall…I thought we had the staffing transition 

figured out. But then it became an issue as well. We just stepped back from the idea at that point.  

 

[The merger] got discussed again, but I think what really forced it was that AEDC was not 

surviving. The problems and issues they faced just continued to deteriorate. The CUED 

leadership, including Jeff as [well as] some board members, probably did better homework. 

[They did] better relational homework, [and they got] a better understanding of how the 

transition could work. We didn’t quite understand that whole pattern when I was there. Proper 

homework hadn’t been prepared, and the people [hadn’t been] prepared. Eventually, when the 

merger occurred, there was a more sophisticated response [for] dealing with [the] Boards. [Also, 

there was] a transition year that was more thoughtfully developed. I think the first shot probably 

exposed some of the edges that needed to be smoothed for the second one. 

 

Did you support the merger? 

 

Yes, my major interest personally was that there would continue to be concern and advocacy for 

urban economies. Because I still believe the country’s future is based on its urban economies 

[and] not its rural economies so much. And that [was] a priority. But I honestly don’t know 

where it stands now. There may be a big enough tent to include everybody.  

 

During your career was there anyone who inspired you? Did you mentor or inspire anyone 

else in the field? 

 

I don’t know about the second one, you’ll have to ask other people.  

 

Walter D’Alessio certainly had an impact on my career and my understanding of economic 

development. The other guys along the way were Jim Hankla, Ron Kysiak, Gary Conley…[they 

were the] folks leading the organization as I got familiar with it. Even Jim Peterson, who was 

Jeff’s predecessor, had important leadership roles [that] I paid attention to along the way.  

 

Do you currently work with Mr. D’Alessio on any projects? 

 

I’m an association manager with 1700 members in the architecture and construction industry. We 

have breakfast occasionally and check-in, but I don’t really pursue a large economic 

development agenda. I’m not really a “player” <laughs>. 

 

Where do you see IEDC now? Where do you see it going into the future? 

 

The profession [will be more] concerned with the economies of communities.  

 



[Also,] the economic development profession will have to figure out strategic moves that aren’t 

based on large government investment. I think this period of austerity is going to change the 

nature of resource availability. That means you’re going to have to get a little smarter and work 

more on the margins of what communities can offer. So I assume that IEDC will move in that 

direction.  

 

I think the evolution of strategy, industry groupings, and interaction are getting more 

sophisticated, [and] I think that’s important. I think we’ll hear more about the capabilities and 

skill sets of the labor force. [This will be] particularly true [with regard to] international 

competition.  

 

All of those elements are where IEDC will substantively move. In terms of its institutional base, 

I think it finds itself in a strong position [because] of [its growing] membership. That’s great for 

revenue and influence. [It’s a] larger challenge to embrace the multiple interests in [the] 

membership base [so] that you don’t have people splinter over time. I don’t quite know what 

they’re doing [in regard to that], but I would assume [they are] diversifying the kind of service 

they provide and looking more broadly at the profession. It’s certainly a [much] more 

sophisticated and stronger institution [today]. That comes with the benefits of having resources, 

knowledge, and perspective. It [also] comes with inefficiency, because the larger ship you have, 

the harder it is to change direction and adjust. You can find yourself out of touch more easily, 

because you keep going in one direction [when] you really need to shift slightly one way or the 

other. That’s the dual strength and potential challenge of IEDC as it [exists] today. 

 

How has the recent recession affected economic development? 

 

I directly feel the dramatic downdraft in real estate development and the construction industry, 

because that happens to be where architects live <laughs>. We’re feeling that substantially. I 

think it has probably bottomed out. Actually, as of yesterday, we have ten job openings on our 

website. We used to have twenty or thirty…then it went to zero…[and] now we’re back to ten. 

So that’s a tiny barometer of the cycle we’re in. 

 

The irony is that when times are good they have more money to put into economic development. 

When times get bad, and they need it even worse, it often can go on the chopping 

block…because it’s not an absolute core service. For instance, you don’t fire ten cops to hire 

three economic development professionals. So I’m assuming, and I don’t have statistics on this, 

that there has been some contracting of the personnel base in economic development. But I think 

there are a lot of places that [have become] pretty savvy in trying to sustain their competitive 

advantage.  

 

Where it goes [is a] question of economic growth [and] not just real estate growth. How do 

communities use their competitive advantages to create growth? How do you create a more 

friendly business environment at the same time you’re generating sufficient revenue to support 

your community? There’s always been this tension between low-tax states attracting a lot of 

business and high-tax states serving as growth engines. Massachusetts is one of the highest-taxed 

states in the country. So are Minnesota and Wisconsin. Yet, if you look around, their economies 

are the strongest. So, it’s not entirely about low taxes. It’s really about whether those taxes 



produce a better economic environment for business. And that often has to do with labor force. If 

you’re [charging] high taxes, but you’re producing a quality labor force, businesses are happy to 

pay. Well, I shouldn’t say that, but they will pay them. And they’ll actually be attracted there. 

Will they always grouse? Yea, but the smart ones know the difference. And that’s why they’ll 

invest in a place where [that] they know [will have] a future labor force. So while Mississippi 

may get an occasional branch plant…not to put down Mississippi, but it always ranks as one of 

the lowest in terms of quality education…they probably aren’t going to attract more 

sophisticated economic growth. And that’s [where] the economic development field will be 

challenged to move. You can’t solve things with big slugs of cash. You’ll have to be a little more 

subtle and work with leadership [to provide] sophisticated benefit packages. 

 

Are there any other stories or anecdotes you’d like to share? 

 

No, I’m not going to get myself in trouble <laughs>. 

 

I think the thing that’s lasting for folks in the profession is that you retain a long line of friends 

and acquaintances. It’s wonderful to know people in a lot [of different cities]. I happen to love 

cities, and I’m a student of cities, so [it’s interesting] to have friends sprinkled around the world. 

It’s just great to have those long-term sets of relationships and associations for both personal 

benefits [and] professional relationships.  
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